ABSTRACT Current blood glucose monitoring (BGM) techniques are invasive as they require a finger prick blood sample, a repetitively painful process that creates the risk of infection. BGM is essential to avoid complications arising due to abnormal blood glucose levels in diabetic patients. Laser light-based sensors have demonstrated a superior potential for BGM. Existing near-infrared (NIR)-based BGM techniques have shortcomings, such as the absorption of light in human tissue, higher signal-to-noise ratio, and lower accuracy, and these disadvantages have prevented NIR techniques from being employed for commercial BGM applications. A simple, compact, and cost-effective non-invasive device using visible red laser light of wavelength 650 nm for BGM (RL-BGM) is implemented in this paper. The RL-BGM monitoring device has three major technical advantages over NIR. Unlike NIR, red laser light has ∼30 times better transmittance through human tissue. Furthermore, when compared with NIR, the refractive index of laser light is more sensitive to the variations in glucose level concentration resulting in faster response times ∼7-10 s. Red laser light also demonstrates both higher linearity and accuracy for BGM. The designed RL-BGM device has been tested for both in vitro and in vivo cases and several experimental results have been generated to ensure the accuracy and precision of the proposed BGM sensor.
I. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes or Diabetes Mellitus occurs when someone has abnormal blood sugar [1] . There are two major types of diabetes in Type 1 diabetic patients, diabetes occurs due to the autoimmune destruction of the insulin-producing beta cells in the pancreas whereas in Type 2 diabetics the diabetes mellitus occurs from insulin resistance and relative insulin deficiency [2] , [3] . Diabetes can cause many serious secondary health issues such as blindness, stroke, kidney failure, Ulcers, Infections, obesity and blood vessels damage, among other health complications [4] - [6] . Approximately US $ 376 billion is spent annually in the US on the treatment and management of diabetes in diabetic patients and this amount is expected to rise to a projected US$ 490 billion by the end of 2030 [7] , [11] . According to the International Diabetes Federation (IDF) the diabetes patients in 2011 are 366 million worldwide and this number is expected to rise to 552 million by 2030 [8] , [9] . Blood glucose concentration is currently measured using three broad categories of techniques which are invasive, minimally invasive and non-invasive. Invasive techniques require a blood sample which is currently extracted from the fingertip using a device known as a lancet. This method of determining blood glucose is currently the most commonly used technique and is a highly accurate method for blood glucose monitoring [10] . Minimally invasive techniques involve attaching electrodes to the skin tissue. This method is not preferred due to its low accuracy and poor signal to noise ratio (SNR) even though this electronic method reduces the chances of infection and minimizes the pain [11] . The latest advances introduced to the field of BGM are non-invasive technologies to detect blood glucose concentration using secretions such as sweat, urine, saliva or tears. Besides these secreted fluids glucose concentration is also measured through the skin, earlobe and tongue tissue [11] - [17] . These mediums are analyzed to detect glucose concentration non-invasively by employing optical techniques such as Raman spectroscopy, polarimetry, diffuse reflection spectroscopy, absorption spectroscopy, thermal emission spectroscopy, photoacoustic spectroscopy and fluorescence spectroscopy [12] , [18] , [19] . Among the available non-invasive techniques absorption spectroscopy is mostly used to observe scattering, absorption, reflection and refraction of light when it is focused on biological tissues. The characteristics of light depend on the chemical composition and structure of the sample [10] , [20] .
Researchers and scientists for the development of new BGM technologies have more focused on the area of near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) rather than on other areas of non-invasive glucose level detection [18] . Mohd Zain et al. [21] introduced a technique to generate an attenuated polarized 785 nm wavelength beam from diode laser and directed it towards the glucose sample. When the beam is passed through the sample, the weak coherent laser light is coupled to a fiber and then connected to a photon counting system. This research demonstrated that the photon counts per second and glucose concentration have a linear correlation in samples with glucose concentrations from 10 mg.dL −1 to 260 mg.dL −1 . Another research performed by Abidin et al. [22] developed a system by using NIR of wavelengths 940 nm and 950 nm generated from an LED to observe the transmittance of light. The measured output voltage from photo-sensor increased with increasing glucose concentrations. In this experiment, in-vivo results are generated using human finger and observed the output voltage variations before and after a meal for both the aforementioned wavelengths. Anas et al. [23] designed a device using NIR transmitter and placed it on the human fingertip to detect the variations in light. The output voltage from photodiode indicated the blood glucose concentration for fasting and nonfasting. Paul et al. [24] in their research showed that as the glucose concentration increases, a reduction in the scattering coefficient occurred and the light intensity increased at the sensor. Buda and Addi [25] proposed a portable device with an accuracy of 84% using near infrared light to display glucose concentration and the required dose of insulin was designed and presented in their paper. Similarly, several other researchers have explored the area of NIR for noninvasive BGM using the transmittance characteristics of laser light [15] - [17] .
Existing experimental non-invasive sensors are based on near-infrared (NIR), the main drawbacks of these NIR sensors include cost, light absorption in biological chromospheres, stratum corneum that alters the accuracy as well SNR and the sensors dependency on the ambient environment. These disadvantages of NIR based BGM have prevented medical and commercial applications for this seemingly advantageous and non-invasive technique [12] - [14] . Regular blood glucose monitoring plays a significant role in diabetes management and health care as there is no cure for diabetes [13] . Currently, BGM which in some cases must be performed several times a day relies on a crude technique that involves puncturing the skin to draw a drop of blood. Additionally, the technique relies on the use of blood test machines with expensive test strips as consumables raising concerns of running costs thereby decreasing the frequency of testing by patients as well as the issue of the skin puncture in addition to the generated medical waste [12] , [14] . The development of a non-invasive and accurate BGM device will be a sigh of relief for diabetic patients who are forced to employ this invasive technique.
In this paper, the suitable wavelength of laser light for BGM is investigated by determining the transmittance and absorbance of various wavelengths when passed through water and the human finger. On the basis of this suitable wavelength, a simple, non-invasive, cost effective blood glucose level detection technique and device (RL-BGM) based on the variations in the refractive index of red laser light is presented. Intensification of glucose concentration increases the refractive index which consequently steps up the output voltage at the photo-sensor. The variations in output voltage are converted into equivalent glucose concentrations level. Hardware for both in-vitro and in-vivo cases have been fabricated and tested.
II. PROPOSED WORK A. WORKING PRINCIPLE
Glucose molecules have the ability to vary the refractive angle of light to an extent proportional to its concentration, and the overall refractive index of a given media [26] - [29] . Refraction based estimation is based on the principle of Snell's law and the magnitude of each parameter is related to the concentration of glucose in the aqueous solution. According to Snell's law, the refractive angle is inversely proportional to the concentration of glucose in aqueous sample. The light ray (ab) in Fig. 1 tends to incline towards the normal ac and decreases the refractive angle (θ 2) as the glucose concentration increases hence more photons strike the photo-transistor. The relation between output voltage Voc and light intensity (X ) is expressed in (1) . Simplification of equation (1) results in a direct relation between the intensity of light and output voltage as shown in (2) . Each photon carries 3.056e −37 J of energy as expressed in (3), higher number of photons striking the photo-transistor's surface in return generates the higher output voltage (Voc ). The refractive index (n2) for various glucose concentration is measured by joining points a, b and c of Fig. 1 . The glucose concentration rise in aqueous solution reduces the refractive angle (θ 2) and the line ab reaches to a new position ab . Refractive index (n2) is calculated using a mathematical form of the Snell's law using (4) . The refractive angle (θ 2) decreases for higher glucose concentrations which consequently increases the refractive index (n2) according to (4) and the output voltage Voc rises as more number of photons strike the phototransistor. Reduction in θ 2 also decreases the radius (bc) of the laser circular spot (LCS) as light rays bend towards the normal (ac) shown in Fig. 1 at higher glucose concentrations according to Snell's law.
Where, I O = Reverse saturation current I SC = Short circuit current Voc = Initial voltage nkT q = Constant at a temperature (T) while, q=1.602×10 −19 and k = 1.380×10 −23 . All the parameters except intensity of light (X ) are constant. Therefore,
The amount of energy that each photon carries is
While the variables in (3) have the values, h = 6.6260 × 10 −34 m 2 kg / s, C = 2.9 × 10 8 m /s and λ = 650 nm. Equation (3) shows that the energy possessed by the photon is dependent on the wavelength hence photons of NIR light (700-1400 nm) carry lesser energy than red light (650 nm). This mathematical analysis potentially suggests that red light is suitable for biomedical applications as the absorbance of red light will be lesser than NIR due to its higher energy.
Snell's law is represented mathematically by equation (4a).
Where, n1 = 1.333 representing the refractive index of water, n2 is the refractive index of aqueous glucose solution which is to be determined, θ 1 represents the refractive angle of water and θ 2 shows the refractive angle of the glucose solution. The refractive angles θ 1, θ2 are calculated by using the following equations (4b), and (4c) which are derived from the triangles abc and ab'c respectively in Fig. 1 .
While bc represents the radius of the LCS for water and b c is the radius for the glucose concentration solution (GCS) of the LCS image, whereas ac is a fixed distance of 279.4 mm. The parameter θ 2 for GCS is a variable that changes with glucose-D concentration.
The refractive index (n2) is calculated only for the GCS (in-vitro) as the output LCS for the human finger has no clear boundaries. In case of the human finger the effect of light refraction due to the variations in blood glucose level is observed in terms of the changes in the output voltage.
B. OPTIMUM WAVELENGTH SELECTION
The optimum wavelength for BGM was determined by passing visible and NIR light starting from 500 nm wavelength to 1200 nm wavelengths through water using a spectrophotometer. The obtained experimental results are expressed in transmittance (T), which shows the ratio of the radiant powers for water sample shown mathematically in (5) . The absorbance of each wavelength through the water can be calculated by using (6) . This experiment was also repeated for the human finger in order to determine the transmittance and optical density (OD). As the Human finger is a complex medium where the striking laser light can possibly reflect, refract, absorb, scatter and transmit depending upon the nature of the light [30] , [31] . Wavelengths of laser light from 500 nm to 1200 nm are generated using LEDS of 1.5 watt power (Po) and the generated laser light is passed through the human finger. The transmitted light through the human finger is measured using (5) as a ratio between the output power (P) at the phototransistor and the power (Po) when laser light directly falls on the phototransistor, when there is no human finger inserted in the RL-BGM. The transmittance is converted into OD by using (7) and the absorbance can be estimated by employing (8) . OD measures the throughput of the human finger whereas OD is directly related to the transmittance [32] .
Where, P is the radiant power of the rays leaving water or human finger and P o is the radiant power for monochromatic laser light.
The transmittance of human finger was measured using (7).
Where, OD = Optical density of the human finger. generates laser light of wavelength 650 nm, directed towards the container and LCS is observed on the screen. The radius of LCS is measured using digital caliper for various GCSs and the refractive index n2 values are calculated by using (4a).
Once the refractive indexes for GCSs are calculated then the photo-transistor is placed between the container and the screen such that the transmitted light from the cuvette falls on the phototransistor and the output voltages (Voc ) are measured at Photo-transistor for various GCSs using the fabricated RL-BGM device. Photo-transistor measures the intensity of light in voltage (mV) and Arduino-Uno microcontroller displays the output results on LCD display. The output voltage at the photo-transistor is checked with both voltmeter and displayed on LCD to ensure that both the readings are the same.
D. IN-VITRO LCS IMAGE PROCESSING
Human error may occur while measuring the radii of the LCSs, therefore an alternative method is also applied using an image processing technique. DSLR 600D, (136 mm) is kept at a fixed distance and angle in a dark room to take the pictures of LCS for various GCSs. The photographs are converted into gray scale and the radii in pixels are calculated for GCSs in order to determine the correlation of the number of pixels with glucose-D concentrations in GCSs. The steps followed for calculating the radii of GCSs are illustrated in Fig. 3 .
E. IN-VIVO EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Whole rat blood is used in the glucose container to observe the output voltage (Vo) response at the photo-sensor with the time to determine the settling time. The experiment on the human finger is also performed through the designed RL-BGM hardware where, the human finger is inserted into the finger hose of the RL-BGM revealed in Fig. 4 and laser light is passed through it. The variations in blood glucose levels are observed on the voltmeter and the results are also displayed on LCD using the microcontroller. The main purpose of measuring the output voltage through voltmeter and LCD is to make sure that there is no difference between the two voltages as an error in the output voltage can affect the actual reading of the glucose level. 
III. HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
Compact hardware is designed and fabricated for the proposed technique and tested for both in-vitro and in-vivo cases. The schematics and operations of the hardware are explained in below sections.
A. IN-VITRO HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
The main components of the proposed in-vitro system are laser transmitter and photo-sensor. The transmitter connected with +5V DC generates 650 nm uninterruptable laser light using KY-008. The photo-sensor has wavelength sensitivity of 600 nm to 800 nm and detects the laser light passed through glucose sample to convert the optical energy into electrical energy.
The output voltage detected by the photo-sensor depends on the intensity of the received laser light. The photo-sensor is actually a photo-transistor, connected with two LM358 ICs. The ICs are used as a buffer to prevent attenuation. Resistorcapacitor (RC) cut-off filter is connected before and after the buffer to provide actual DC input to the voltmeter and LCD. The schematic diagram for photo-sensor (receiver) is shown in Fig. 5 .
RC filter cut off frequency is calculated using (9) .
Where, R=10 K and C=100 µF These values are selected such that the overall impedance is much higher than the driving stage output impedance. Using (9) we calculated the cutoff frequency which is 0.15∼0 Hz, so frequencies from the source and surrounding that may alter output voltage are grounded (blocked) through the capacitor and the actual DC output voltage from the photo-sensor is observed on the voltmeter and LCD.
B. IN-VIVO HARDWARE IMPLEMENTATION
In-vivo glucose level detection system is exhibited and labeled in Fig. 6 . The hardware consists of 650 nm wavelength transmitter, a photo-sensor to measure light intensity in voltage (mV), RC filter with cut-off frequency 0.15∼0 Hz to remove the noise from the actual signal. Other elements of the RL-BGM are Arduino-UNO microcontroller (8M328), connected with PC and LM061 LCD (2×16) to display the output voltage. The finger hose holds the human finger as well blocking the ambient light. The average cross-sectional area of female's index finger is 1.9-2.6 cm 2 and male's average cross-sectional area is between 2.6 to3.6 cm 2 [2] . The finger hose dimensions are set such that it has 1.8 cm width, 2.2 cm length, and 3 cm depth. A DC power jack with LM7805 IC in the RL-BGM device is deployed to supply power to the system by connecting it with an adaptor of output voltage ranging from +5 V to +12 V. LM7805 IC acts as a voltage regulator and provides a constant +5 V DC voltage. The output voltage in mV from the photo-sensor is displayed on LCD for 5 seconds and then for the next 5 seconds the LCD displays the blood glucose level in mg.dL −1 .
IV. IMPLEMENTATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
The suitable wavelength for BGM is determined experimentally by measuring the transmittance and absorbance of different wavelengths of light ranging from 500 nm to 1200 nm in steps of 50 nm. The light is passed through water and the human finger. The results concluded that the absorption of laser light differs with the wavelength. The highest absorbance is of NIR of wavelengths from 700 nm to 1000 nm making it the least suitable for BGM applications. Red laser light of 650 nm has the capability of penetrating into the water and the human finger as it has the highest % transmittance as compared to other wavelengths. Red laser light has the highest transmittance of 95% & the lowest absorbance of 0.022 calculated by using (6) making it the most suitable wavelength for light based BGM applications. The phenomenon of transmittance potentially recommends 650 nm as an ideal choice for BGM as water constitutes from 50% to 75% of the human blood composition [12] . The transmittance of light NIR decreases as wavelength increases. Fig. 8 demonstrates that the transmittance of 650 nm wavelength of visible laser light remains significantly constant for glucose-D concentration from 0 mg.dL −1 to 450 mg.dL −1 . The phenomenon of refraction occurs only for a specific concentration range of glucose-D in GCSs while the transmission of light remains unchanged. On the contrary, the transmittance of NIR further decreases when the glucose concentration of GCS is increased.
The OD values for each wavelength are calculated by using (5) to determine transmittance (T) first and then converted into OD by using (7). For instance, when 650 nm light is passed through the human finger it yields an output voltage of 70 mV and current 7 mA at the photo-transistor connected with 10 resistor. The total calculated power (P = IV) at the output resistor is 490 mW. The output power without the human finger is 1.5 W, so by using (5), the transmittance value becomes 0.0326 %. We inserted this transmittance value in (7) which produced 3.5 OD. Similarly, OD values for other wavelengths are also estimated using the same procedure. Each wavelength of light has its own characteristic OD value which describes the transmittance capability of that particular wavelength. Higher the OD value, lower the transmittance and higher the absorbance. Red laser of wavelength 650 nm has the lowest OD value 3.5 when various light wavelengths were passed through a human finger as illustrated in Fig. 9 . The figure also illustrates that the OD value for NIR increases when the wavelength is increased. By using (7) we can see that visible light of wavelength 650 nm has the highest transmittance value of 3.2×10 −4 and NIR of wavelength 950 nm has a transmittance of 1×10 −5 . The transmittance ratio of both wavelengths suggests that the transmittance of 650 nm wavelength is 30 times higher than NIR 950 nm wavelength. Similarly, by using (8) , it gives us the absorbance of red laser light as 3.5 while NIR of wavelength 950 nm demonstrates a much higher absorbance of 5.0. The higher transmittance of wavelength 650 nm laser light makes it a suitable choice of wavelength for BGM.
The refractive index (n 2 ) for various GCSs is estimated using equation (4a). Table I indicates the average values of different parameters when laser light of 650 nm wavelength is passed through various GCSs 10 times each sample. The experiments are repeated 10 times for each glucose concentrations from 0 mg.dL −1 to 450 mg.dL −1 in steps of 50 mg.dL −1 in order to ensure the repeatability and accuracy of the measured results using RL-BGM device. Experiments were performed in a dark room at a constant temperature of 22 C • in order to minimize the possible effect of these secondary parameters on the original readings.
Dissolving glucose-D in distilled water makes the aqueous solution more viscous and the refractive angle of the incident laser light decreases. Fig. 10 shows that this reduction of angle of refraction concurrently increases the refractive index of GCSs. The figure also illustrates that the angle of refraction and the refractive index have 98% linearity with the glucose-D concentration in GCSs. Fig. 11 shows that the output voltage at the photo-sensor starts climbing when glucose-D concentration is increased in the GCSs. The voltage level depends on the amount of glucose-D dissolved in the distilled water. The output voltage (mV) after 130 mg.dL −1 has increased sharply and the system exemplifies more sensitivity towards a higher glucose-D level, which makes the designed in-vitro system appropriate in BGM applications for use by diabetic patients. Diabetic patients have blood glucose level >130 mg.dL −1 before a meal and it increases after a meal [33] - [35] .
The output voltage values were measured 10 times for each GCS. The maximum deviation in the output voltages of ±1 mV was observed and RL-BGM showed ∼ 99 % precision.
Increasing the glucose-D concentration in GCSs reduces the refractive angle of the laser light and consequently reduced the radius of the LCS. This reduction in radius of the LCS shrinks the number of pixels in LCS images as illustrated in Fig. 12 . The number of pixels in LCS image and glucose concentration in GCS shows a linearity of 98%. Fig. 13 shows the output voltage linearity with the concentration of glucose-D in GCSs. The linearity of the curve deviates from the ideal response at a threshold value of 450 mg.dL −1 as revealed in the figure. Therefore the fabricated RL-BGM device has a measurement range of 0 mg.dL −1 to 450 mg.dL −1 equivalent to 0-25 mmole.L −1 . The non-linear behavior after 450 mg.dL −1 is dependent on the intensity level of the transmitted laser light. Increasing the intensity of laser light results better response at higher concentrations but it lowers the sensitivity for glucose levels below 450 mg.dL −1 . This non-linearity shown by the RL-BGM device above the threshold value of 450 mg.dL −1 concentration is due to the energy absorption of the glucose molecules [14] . According to Beer's Law, the number VOLUME 5, 2017 of collisions of photons with glucose molecules increases significantly such that energy from the photons is absorbed by the glucose molecules at higher concentration [2] .
Fig. 14 demonstrates the output voltage at the photo-sensor of the RL-BGM device when laser light is passed through the whole rat blood sample. The output voltage rises and reaches its maximum value after ∼ 7 seconds of time. This time spam represents the settling time for RL-BGM device for the whole rat blood sample. This settling time is the response time of RL-BGM device required to measure the blood glucose level. The in-vivo hardware of RL-BGM is tested on a healthy subject to determine the settling time for the RL-BGM device as demonstrated in Fig. 15 . Initially, the measured output voltage rises sharply and after 10 seconds the output voltage settles to a maximum voltage value and no further increase occurs. This time spam explicitly describes the response and settling time of the RL-BGM device required BGM. Transitions in blood glucose levels of a healthy subject before and after meal measured using RL-BGM device. Fig. 16 shows the blood glucose concentration before and after a meal for the time duration of 5 hours, tested at intervals of 30 minutes. The voltage 1mV at the photo-sensor of RL-BGM device represents 1.5 mg.dL −1 blood glucose concentrations. The RL-BGM device measures the variations in light intensity in terms of voltage and converts this into glucose concentration expressed in mg.dL −1 . The Blood glucose concentration of a healthy subject rises rapidly after the meal and drops to the normal blood glucose level after 4 to 5 hours as exhibited in the figure. The rise in blood glucose level is due to the digestion of food and the supply of carbohydrates into the blood [36] , [37] . . RL-BGM device tested on ten subjects for measuring the blood glucose level in voltage form before and after meal.
The precision of the RL-BGM device is further investigated by testing the device on 10 subjects before and after a meal and the output voltages are measured and recorded. has a high amount of carbohydrates and soft drinks provide an instant increase in the human blood glucose concentrations. The measured output voltages increased for all 10 subjects after the meal. Subject 3 represented by S3 in Fig. 17 , has the highest output voltage before and after meal amongst the 10 subjects tested for blood glucose level in this experiment. These high voltages indicate that subject S3 is pre-diabetic. Other subjects excluding S3 demonstrated a normal increase in the output voltages after this meal.
The accuracy of the RL-GBM device is also verified by comparing the measured blood glucose levels with Accuchek a standard finger prick BGM device. Fig. 18 shows the reliability test for the RL-BGM device and it illustrates that the measured blood glucose levels using fabricated RL-BGM device are close to the readings from the Accu-chek invasive device. The RL-BGM device deviates 3% -8% as calculated by using (10) . The reasons for deviations are due to variations in human fingers such as the considerable difference in thickness of the finger, cleanliness of the finger and the microscopic swelling of the tissues when absorbing the light energy [14] which is still harmless at such low (3 watt) intensities. These variations can affect the intensity of the output laser light at the photo-transistor and this absorption of light in the tissue disturbs the measured blood glucose level resulting in the 3%-8% deviation of the fabricated RL-BGM device from the Accu-chek results.
The accuracy and repeatability of RL-BGM is further verified by performing Clark Error Grid (CEG) analysis. The CEG analysis is a reliable procedure for assessing the accuracy and reliability of a medical device. In this method, the measured blood glucose levels are plotted against the reference blood glucose levels [38] . The measured glucose levels of 45 subjects including males and females of age between 20 to 70 years using RL-BGM device are plotted compared to the reference blood glucose levels using Accu-chek as expressed in Fig. 19 . Out of the 45 total subjects, 10 of them were tested twice on the same day before and after lunch while the rest of 35 subjects were tested for blood glucose level at least one time either in the morning or afternoon. Experimental results in Fig. 19 demonstrate that more than 90% of the measured glucose levels using RL-BGM lie in an acceptable range while ∼8%-10% deviate from the reference blood glucose values ∼90%-92% measured experimental values match the reference values). The RL-BGM device exhibits higher accuracy for diabetic patients with blood glucose level >130 mg.dL −1 and 96% measured glucose levels match with the reference blood glucose levels (The % average error for glucose level > 130 mg.dL −1 is ∼4.). This concludes that RL-BGM device performs more efficiently for blood glucose levels >130 mg.dL −1 . The measured results are in the acceptable range following the International Organization for Standardization (ISO) standards [7] , [39] .
The measured blood glucose level using RL-BGM device can change with temperature as the voltage of the photosensor depends on the temperature [40] . RL-BGM illustrates high efficiency at the temperature range 20 C • to 30 C • . Fig. 20 demonstrates that the measured blood glucose levels show an average 0.2% increase with a temperature rise of 1 C • . The device deviation can be significant in harsh environments where the temperature is either very low or very high as compared to room temperature 22 C • . For example, if the temperature is either −10 C • (well below freezing) or 50 C • (torrid heat) then the device may have a deviation of up to 6%.
The fabricated RL-BGM device is independent of the ambient light interference as shown in Fig. 21 . The measured blood glucose levels in the dark room and experimental results obtained in the surrounding with ambient light are overlaying each other. This autonomous behavior of the RL-BGM device is due to the finger hose which blocks the light coming into the receiver side from the surrounding. The device accuracy can be affected if exposed to intense light such as direct sunlight.
All the experimental results are generated on the assumption that only blood glucose level variations occur in human blood and parameters like blood pressure and blood cholesterol level are within normal range. The RL-BGM device is tested on normal blood cholesterol level ranging from 200 to 240 mg. dL −1 and blood pressure (120/80 mmHg). Blood pressure and cholesterol level of human blood can alter the refractive index, transmittance, and refraction of laser light which may consequently change the output voltage of the device [41] . To test if the RL-BGM device is affected by high cholesterol or high blood pressure we would need to test it on several high blood pressure, high cholesterol and diabetic subjects which would require the permission or approval of the patients and relevant authorities as well as raising ethical questions.
The designed RL-BGM device has been compared with other NIR based BGM techniques because both the methods are non-invasive. The device is compared in terms of parameters like linearity, accuracy, cost, size and invitro and in-vivo experimental results as listed in the Table II . RL-BGM device has the highest linearity for invitro case as compared to other NIR based BGM sensors [2] , [15] - [17] , [21] - [25] . RL-BGM device exhibits 98% accuracy in in-vitro case due to utilization of red laser light of 650 nm wavelength. This wavelength has higher transmission and shows higher sensitivity to the glucose level variations as compared to NIR. RL-BGM device is tested for Clark Error Grid (CEG) analysis and tested for in-vivo results. Other NIR based techniques [15] - [17] , [21] , [25] , have merely relied on in-vitro results which are not sufficient to draw conclusions as human tissue and blood are complex mediums [12] . A BGM device's blood glucose measurement range is a critical parameter and most of the NIR based techniques [15] , [17] , [21] - [25] have a smaller linear range (up to 200 mg.dL −1 ) for BGM as compared to the fabricated RL-BGM device (up to 450mg.dL −1 ). BGM device designed in [2] tested at glucose concentration >2000 and <4000 mg.dL −1 , which makes it unsuitable for human blood glucose level monitoring. The cost of each NIR based BGM technique is calculated on the basis of components employed, as NIR based sensors have high SNR so higher number of electronic components are required to process the output light and acquire a minimal acceptable accuracy for BGM [12] . Therefore, NIR based BGM techniques/devices [2] , [16] , [17] , [21] - [25] have the higher number of components as compared to RL-BGM device, that has been fabricated with only four major electronic components. Comparison study also illustrates that none of the NIR based BGM techniques [15] - [17] , [21] - [25] has performed CEG analysis in order to determine the accuracy and repeatability of the technique /device.
The key challenges that the next generation continuous BGM devices are facing such as operational cost, sensitivity, and accuracy, precision and settling time for the glucose level measurement [7] are addressed in the fabricated RL-BGM device. RL-BGM has proven superiority over NIR based sensors and techniques as the fabricated device has demonstrated higher linearity and accuracy for both in-vitro and in-vivo cases. The RL-BGM device has also exhibited additional practical advantages such as lower response time ∼7-10 seconds, higher range up to 450 mg.dL −1 and higher sensitivity towards glucose level for diabetics with an overall accuracy of 90-92 %. Table III shows the performance summary, of the RL-BGM device based on the transmittance and refraction phenomena of 650 nm visible laser light.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a potential blood glucose monitoring RL-BGM device. The handheld RL-BGM device operates on +5V and accurately displays blood glucose concentrations within 10 seconds. The RL-BGM device has 4-four main components which are the 650 nm red laser transmitter, photo-sensor, Arduino-UNO and LCD display, the total cost of the components was ∼15$.
Experimental results indicated that red visible light of 650 nm is suitable wavelength for non-invasive BGM. Visible laser light of 650 nm wavelength has 30 times higher transmittance through both water and the human finger as compared to NIR laser light. In-vitro experimental results proved that increasing glucose concentrations in the aqueous solution decreases the refractive angle of the laser light rays and in turn maximizes the intensity of the laser light falling on the photo-sensor which consequently increases the output voltage accordingly. In in-vitro tests, the device showed a linearity of 98% thereby proving its accuracy. The in-vivo testing was performed on 45 subjects both males and females with ages ranging from 20 to 70 years old. This group included both healthy and diabetic patients. The results of the RL-BGM handheld device were checked for accuracy using Clarke Error Grid (CEG) analysis which gave us an overall accuracy of 90%-92% for the RL-BGM device. The reference glucose levels for CEG analysis were obtained with Accu-chek finger prick BGM device. 
